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AGM Booking Slip

Editorial
Things are changing! My daughter is taking delivery of a new car.
She tells me that when she gets up on a cold morning, she can tell
the car, via her phone, to switch on the engine and get the heater
going. When she drives to work, after breakfast, it is in a warm
car! Not like my first Morris Traveller back in 1960 – a heater was
a selling point in those days! Even the fuel to drive cars is
changing!
All the indications are that the climate is changing, and it is not just
that all our schooldays were sunny and bright! The weather
extremes that are happening world-wide make me concerned for
the world that Tanfield pupils will inherit.
Add to that, who would have thought that North West Durham
would have a Tory MP? My Uncle Ted will be turning in his
grave! Now that is a change!!
Tanfield is changing too. After almost 108 years under the
umbrella of Durham County Council, comes April 1 st 2020 it will
become Tanfield School, part of the Eden Multi Academy Trust of
schools. We have known that it was coming, but as you will read
inside, it is all ‘sealed and delivered’ at last.
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Christmas Cheer at the Pavilion
So, 2020 is a new beginning for our old school. Physically the
signs are good, the old place is looking better than it has done for
And Finally
years. The new team in charge are shaking up the old place in all
Tales of the Wall
kinds of ways and it all appears very promising. So, let us hope
that the third decade of the 21st Century sees Tanfield reborn to live
up to its great past history, and that this change is a change for the better.
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Ted Brabban

AGM/REUNION 2020
This year’s AGM/Reunion will take place on
Wednesday 10th June at Rustica Trattoria (formerly Pazzo Restaurant),
Hotel 52, Stanley DH9 0PG.
Business (elections, presentations etc) will begin at 11am,
with lunch following at 12.00.
As we did last year, we are asking members who wish to attend the AGM to contribute £5 per head
towards the cost of lunch. The association will pay the balance.
We hope very much that you would like to join us. If so, can you please contact us, using the form
below, so that we can gauge numbers.
Thank you.
……………………………………………………………………………………………………………
AGM/REUNION
I/we wish to attend the reunion at Rustica Trattoria on Wednesday 10 th June 2020.
NAME(S) ……………………………………………………………………

……………………………………………………………………………………
I/we enclose a cheque for £_________ in payment for _______ lunch(es).
NB If you prefer to pay by Paypal, Log in to PayPal and send your payment to:
treasurer@tanfield-association.org
Please contact the Treasurer separately by e-mail or post to tell her what the payment is for. Thank
you.
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The Academy
The accompanying letter was sent out to the parents of the current school population outlining the
final transition to becoming an Academy. You will read that from 1 st April, 2020 the school will
become ‘Tanfield School’ and part of the Eden Multi Academy Trust. The future is settled!
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Messaging!
As you enter Tanfield you immediately know what is the ambition of the school. You can’t miss it!

Changing Times
I unearthed this photo
recently and it made
me think of how things
had changed over the
last 7 decades:
I think that this was
taken in 1951. The
building on the right is
the corner of the
woodwork room. Over
the wall is now the
‘bus-park’.
The display is in the
small yard, and is
happening where the
new entrance to the school, and administrative offices are situated. The ‘small yard’ is no more! (It
was built on quite a long time ago.)
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The pyramid is part of a pinnacle of PE achievement that was displayed at school events. I have
photos of half a dozen different structures. I doubt that you would find pyramid building on any
curriculum these days!! The ‘target spots’ on the vests are SGS pocket badges.
Yours truly is one of the building blocks. He had hair then, and within a few months would be doing
rifle drill and parading on ‘the Square’ with the RAF, and less than a year later was learning to
navigate aeroplanes in Canada.
The incidental background to the photo is an essay in social/industrial history.
Belching smoke and
steam is the
‘Margaret Pit’ at
Tanfield Lea. It was
still going strong in
1951. It had been
working for 100
years, owned by, first
the Marquis of
Granby, and then by
James Joicey. It was
‘Nationalised’ in
1947 and at that time
was producing
106,500 tons of
coking or gas coal a
year. Who would
guess that in 11 years it would close (1962) and that 630 men would lose their jobs?
As I said, changing times. Do you have evidence of changes around the school, or school life? Please
let me have them. Ted Brabban
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John Rourke
Hello Elizabeth,
Early last week we made it to Tokyo!
I want to thank you, and the Association for all the support and kind donations which you have made.
The generosity your members have displayed is overwhelming.
I would like to invite you to the ‘Opening’ of the yard (Not sure of the date yet!) and would also
welcome any of your members to come to school for a tour.
I hope you are well.
My best wishes and thanks,
John
(John Rourke, Head of Student Guidance; Upper School.
P.E. and Maths Teacher.)
Editor: Some members contributed through Susan, our Treasurer, and contributed £291 to the fund!
Others sent money directly to John at school -amounting to £130. He mentioned that one of the
cheques had been for £50. This is the generosity for which he is expressing his thanks.
Along with the cheque for £1500 which was featured in the previous Newsletter, this means that
through the Tanfield Association a total of £1921 was raised for the project.

Barry Hutchinson
30 October
Next year it will be 70 years since I joined Stanley Grammar School and stood in the assembly hall
(middle of the ground floor corridor) and waited with 89 other children for Mr Livesey to call out our
names and allocate a class. I think that I can name all the boys in my class, but sadly not all the girls,
who would have gone on to acquire new surnames within a few years. Here are the boys:- Tom
Fraser, Bill Moore, Edgar Wilson (RIP),Alan Westwater, Billy Golightly, David Hall, Ray Jefferson,
Bill Johnson, John Evans (RIP), Reg Evans, Bill Collin, Danny Ridley, David Smith, Harry Statt. I
have cheated because some of these joined the class after that first year, and it took a little while to
work out why I could only remember fourteen. Of course, there was also me.
(This was copied with Barry’s permission from the Friends of Tanfield School Facebook page.)
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Howard Bott
Ted,
I was delighted to see the photo of Tanfield Lea Junior School football team in the Newsletter.
However, to the best of my knowledge, none of the boys pictured went on to SGS.
I knew all of these lads, who were one year ahead of me. This particular team was outstanding (as
demonstrated by the number who went on to play professionally, or for local teams) and they won
everything that year.
We even displayed the cups and shields in the window of Tanfield Lea Post Office, where I lived.
Also, noticing that Dave Elliot played for both Sunderland and Newcastle reminds me of one of my
Dad’s favourite football jokes:
Q: Who played for Sunderland, Newcastle and Middlesbrough all in the same season?
A: Craghead Colliery Band!
Howie.

The Bike Shed Background

A photo taken circa 1961 in the school yard, sent to me by Howard Bott.
The ‘renegades’ from left to right are:
Kenny Williams, Malcolm Race, Phiz Waller, Howard Bott, Ray Camsell, Bill Elgie, Ronnie Jeffery,
David Dickinson, John Caine, Jeff Burdon, Joe Raine, Peter Dyce, David Gibson, Henry Barrass,
Geof Reynolds, David Proud.
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Howard suggests that I probably heard the ‘din’ from the woodwork room as they assembled for the
photo.
If the photo raises any memories please let me know, and – where are they now?

Jean Simpson – Memories from my ‘1st Year’
In the 1940s, barrage balloons and crossed searchlights encircled Newcastle, with the rest in
inky blackness, frighteningly exciting for the young. Often the drone of bombers was heard
overhead as we commiserated with our staunch countrymen in Glasgow who were being
targeted. One night two young pilots (possible friends in another life?) actually fought over
Shield Row as they skimmed over the roof tops. Under the stairs was a quick refuge - nearby
lived Mavis Pattison, Mr. Gunns, Mr Livesey, Mr. Elliot and Miss Richardson. Was it the
talk of the staffroom next morning? The brave British pilot was defending the railway line to
Consett Iron Company and the timber yards at Tanfield, both of which were dangerously near
our school. No wonder five air raid shelters were built in the school grounds, complete with
benches along the sides and down the middle.
In 1945, a group of first year girls, Time Team-like enthusiasts, planned to explore the
redundant shelters, in good company as one was later to become a doctor and another Deputy
Head of a London Comprehensive School (!!) Armed with the usual egg
sandwiches……..and maybe, ginger wine and cinnamon tablets? ……. the creaky door was
no problem, matches easily lit the candles but, horror of horrors, myriads of different insects
of all types and sizes and wondrous appearance dive-bombed the intruders. Frighteningly
exciting again.

Sadly, on 21st June of the previous year, our own
Tanfield hero, Jackie Wells, a navigator in an RAF
bomber, on his second tour of duty, had taken part in an unsuccessful raid on Wesseling in
Germany. The aircraft was hit over Belgium and only the pilot survived to be picked up by
the resistance and then, in plain clothes, arrested and shot by the S.S.
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In the 1950s sixth formers found Mr. Wood’s lessons particularly interesting as he pointed
out the big changes in English prose writing style throughout the centuries. It was almost
possible to touch the past as it was explained that words in common use could be traced back
to times long gone. Anglo Saxon derived words relate to the home and hearth and Norman
words to the aristocratic court and legal system. I wonder what he would have thought of the
success in modern times of politicians with their repetitive simple words for complex issues
and whimsical jocularity, let alone tweeting? Language should be in a fluid state?
Then the spoken word was becoming more important as pupils catapulted into new horizons,
the North/South divide was decreasing and social cohesion encouraged. The first T.V.
presenters were very posh. A friend who became a BBC producer confessed to changing her
accent on the bus half way home from college. Other students, having tasted privilege,
deliberately returned to their roots with broader accents than when they had left with a
determination to make the world a better place for everyone. Another pupil visited Miss
Lumsden in the Domestic Science room - or was it Emma the cat? She had a strong
American accent which raised some eyebrows which might be raised sky higher if family
connections to the great and good were proved.
After all these years has the quiet social and economic revolution made regional accents more
attractive, like?
Ps. Why did ‘Vera’ not appreciate more our famous bell tower?
Jean Simpson.

Editor: Indeed, Jean, and what a shame we didn’t see the impressive front of the 1912 block.
The entrance that the boy headed for is now ‘redundant’, being part of the alterations that
have occurred.
Thinking of Jean’s article made me realise that others out there might like to tell us what was
happening in the world, the country, the county, Stanley, when they first set foot in Tanfield
School. There must be some interesting memories that we would like to hear about. Come on
you lot, tap those keys and let your memories flow.
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From Jack Wilson
Our dear friend Florence Darby (Hutchinson) died
of cancer at her home in Penn on 29 th November,
2019.
I was shocked to receive the news that she was
‘terminal’ in early November. The letter she
wrote, in her distinctive handwriting, was typical
of Florence – cheerful, positive and grateful for
the opportunity of saying goodbye to her
numerous friends. I visited her in mid-November,
when she was already receiving strong medication.
Despite the circumstances, we enjoyed a jolly,
lively afternoon, chatting about times past and
mutual friends and acquaintances. At that time
Florence was still playing Scrabble and persisting
with The Times cryptic crossword! The visit was
particularly memorable for me because it felt as if
we were meeting after a brief interval, when in
fact we last saw one another in about 1995, after
which we communicated largely by letter. That is
a testimony to the warmth of Florence’s
personality, which was appreciated by many
people. She received messages of sympathy and support from old SGS friends, and was obviously
held in very high regard by her local community. I was one of over 300 people who attended the
Service of Thanksgiving for Florence’s life, a life that was eminently joyful and welcoming. She will
be greatly missed.
Jack Wilson

Douglas Dickinson – Architect
In a previous Tanfield Association magazine I mentioned one Tanfield pupil who studied art and
sciences and eventually emerged as a prominent Artist and Architect. This was also the case for
another Tanfield pupil named Doug Dickinson. Doug has had a very successful career in
Architecture, mainly in the North East. He studied Architecture at the school of Art in Hull and was
awarded the Gaskel Prize for his worked drawings. After obtaining his Diploma in Architecture,
Doug worked as an architect for Felling District Council, working on designs for Aged Persons’
bungalows and Council dwellings, He then joined Durham County Council where he was involved in
the refurbishment of existing schools and designs for new schools, with particular attention to
building in areas subject to serious mining subsidence. He has also been credited with the design of
several sports and leisure complexes in the region. Doug retired from the Council in 1999 and now
does private work. He has retained close ties with Tanfield school and staff.
Gina Jack

Bugsy Malone
As part of the relocation of offices at school old cupboards were cleared. Among the finds was the
programme for Bugsy Malone. I know nothing of the show, it was after my time, but there are a raft
of names so I’m giving it an airing hoping that it might inspire some memories and feedback.
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I would love to hear your memories of ‘Bugsy’. It must have been a big production, and quite
ambitious too. Tell me about it!

TANFIELD’S TEN SECONDS OF FAME!
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I should think that most people connected with Tanfield were avidly watching the first episode of the
new season of ‘Vera’ in January – not necessarily because of being fans, but because Tanfield School
was making an appearance!
The filming had apparently taken all day, so I was surprised to see that the school featured only for
about ten seconds on screen. (How long must it take to film a whole episode if a ten second shot takes
all day??) We had to wait almost till the end to see the school, and by that time I was absorbed in the
story, but all at once – Ta daa! There it was at last, our old school, instantly recognisable!
I wonder how many people were ignorant of the fact that the school had been used as one of Vera’s
locations, and suddenly sat up in surprise. There were one or two comments on Facebook to the effect
of, “Was that really Tanfield I saw?”
Anyway, it was worth waiting for.
Reminders of the day the filming took place in the school yard
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The 52ers Lunch
At the beginning of January 2020, a group of 52ers and some of their spouses met for lunch at the
Hobson Hotel.

We were pleased that Eileen Portsmouth, an ‘Honorary’ 52er as she was married to David, and her
son Stephen could join us on this occasion. They were staying at their Edmundbyers home and were
imminently returning to France. We also welcomed Ralph Stalker again. He joined the group for the
first time for our Christmas lunch at the South Causey Inn.
If you were a first-year pupil at Tanfield in 1952 and would like to join us, then contact Sylvia at
buxtonsylvia@gmail.com. We meet for lunch and a chat on the first Tuesday of every month.
Amy Bilton
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Tell Me About It
Here’s a good selection of a Tanfield population! It looks more than an ‘Assembly’ more like a
special occasion. Could it be a ‘Prize Giving’?

So, - tell me about it! What was the occasion, what was the year? Who can you see there, what age
were they, and where are they now?
There must be some interesting stories there that we would like to hear about, so share them with us.
Ted

Making Contact
One of my former ‘stars’, who came back to teach alongside me for a while, is anxious to make
contact with any of his schooldays classmates. Ian Goldsborough was a pupil late 60’s to early 70’s.
He can be contacted at ian.goldsborough@btopenworld.com
Go on, make contact and make his day!
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Christmas Cheer at the Pavilion
In December ‘the monthly lunch group’ braved the dreary weather and went back to the Pavilion
Chinese Restaurant for our Christmas meal. The food was delicious and plentiful and the company
was good. The staff were attentive and made us welcome. I forget how many courses we had, but
even the heartiest appetite came away satisfied! To cap it all, the leftovers were parcelled up neatly so
that everyone had a tasty snack to take home!
This was our second visit and it looks like becoming a tradition. A good time was had by all, as I’m
sure you can see from the photos. I hope that as Christmas 2020 approaches, more members will
decide to join us. You will be most welcome!

The
diners:
Gina
Jack,
Mevrille
Hodgson, Jean
Simpson, Amy
Bilton,
Eric
Foreman, Bob
Harrison, Tom
Cooper, Jean
Stoddart,
Margaret
Jones, Ted Brabban, Mavis Brabban, June Todd, Elizabeth
Hawkins.
Not sure what Ted’s up to here. Any ideas, Ted?

and Finally
Tales of the wall.
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The wall separating the school from the bus park has been there for the entire history of the school.
When I started Tanfield in 1944 it was the ’location of initiation’. That is a kind way of saying that
that is where new boys were bullied. The kitchen and dining hall shielded the wall from the main
building in those days. Behind the wall were nettle beds. New boys in their blazers with glowing braid
to make them stand out, were dragged by older and sadistic lads to the wall, hoisted onto the top, and
pushed off down to the nettles below. All too much cheering. I can give first hand confirmation of that
happening! Traditional initiation - or just a gang of particularly brutish teenagers? I think that the
practice must have died a death pretty quickly, I wasn’t aware of it happening each September as I
grew older.
I can’t prove my next tale, but it is family history for Mavis, my wife. She had a much older brother
who had been to Alderman Wood School. It was said that as the result of a challenge he had ridden
his bike, on top, along the entire length of the wall. That would be quite a feat! Sadly, he is no longer
around to verify the tale.
What do you remember that is ‘different’ to the normal memories of school?
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